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Present bias & endowment effect – habits, convenience, status quo  

Hyperbolic discounting & loss aversion – current losses loom larger than anticipated 

gains; very high discounts on future health benefits

Low salience – long-term health effects invisible in the short term, below the sensing 

threshold 

Missing immediate feedback on consequences – learning thrives on feedback 

Consumer confusion, overload and misinformation regarding planetary health choices –

unintended and purposeful

Probabilistic harms – climate and heath attribution is often unclear

Affordances and signifiers (context is key) for unhealthy diets 

…

Why behaviour change is so difficult  
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Source: Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition (2020, p. 20)
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Demand-side policies

Regulation bans, mandates; product and process standards  

Financial 
(dis)incentives

taxes (carbon taxes, VAT), subsidies (organic, climate bonus) 

Public 
procurement

preferred vendor schemes, lead market development 

Choice architecture 
behavioral insights

nudges, “nudge plus”, sludge audits, pledges 

Co-production 
and empowerment

innovation agencies, living labs, civic participation, eatable cities 

Disclosure and 
information

de-shrouding (trustworthy labels), observatories, inventory  

Capacity building education & advice; consumer organisation & empowerment



““
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“Any aspect of the choice architecture that 
alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way 
without forbidding any options or significantly 
changing their economic incentives. 
To count as a mere nudge, the intervention 
must be easy and cheap to avoid.”

(Thaler & Sunstein, 2021, p. 8)



Defaults

Prompted choice

Priming & salience 

TIPPME (placement)remove

Eliciting implementation intentions 

Ease of access & remove „sludge“ 

Simplification

Disclosure & warnings (labels)

Social norms (dynamic)

Framing (loss/gain; names matter!)

Reminders & feedback (personalized)

Self-binding tools (pledges) 
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The Useful Dozen

Source: Sunstein (2014); Sunstein & Reisch (2014); Muenscher et al. (2014)

Choice 
structure

Choice 
information

Choice
assistance



Effect Sizes 
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Source: Cadario & Chandon (2019)
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The power of defaults
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Recent study: Plant-based defaults

• Systematic review: meat defaults are effective in reducing meat consumption

• Mediation by psychological mechanisms of endorsement and effort

• Moderation by individual and contextual factors

Default portion sizes

Percentage changes in meat consumption induced by

Default menus

Source: Meier et al. (2022), Food Policy 
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Plant-based defaults - how they work 

Effect mediation by psychological mechanisms 

• Endorsement: perception of the default as recommended or socially expected choice 

• Effort: ease of difficulty to opt-out of the default

Source: Meier et al. (2022), Food Policy 

Effect moderation by contextual moderators

• e.g., invasiveness of the default, the recognisability and presentation of the alternative, 
objective of the study setting

Moreover, individual moderators such as individuals’ attitudes and preferences, customer 
experience, and gender seem to play a role



Cities 
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» move consumers 

towards “peak 

meat”

» reduce avoidable 

food waste

» design a more 

resilient food 

system & food 

environment

» How to move 

consumer-citizens 

towards “peak meat” 

and reduce avoidable 

food waste?

» How to design a more 

resilient food system 

and food 

environment?00

Transdisciplinary, real world 

settings in partnership with 

practice actors.

» Post-project: scale up 

behavioural 

interventions

» Findings applicable 

beyond urban food 

systems. 

P R O J E C T F U N D E R P R O J E C T  P A R T N E R S E L E C T E D  C O L L A B O R A T O R S

RESEARCH

QUESTIONS METHODS IMPACT

Empirical approaches:

» evidence synthesis

» experimental and quasi-

experimental

» human-centered design

The Behavioural Insights for a Circular Society –

BEACON project explores and tests behavioural changes towards 

sustainable lifestyles to support the building of a Circular Society. 

A F F I L I A T I O N

OBJECTIVES
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What we have to understand better 

How do different food policies interact? (positive and negative spill-overs; crowding in / out)

Which food policies complement each other most effectively? (types and timing)

Which food nudges work best for certain problems, certain target groups?  

How do unintended side effects impact the food policies’ effectiveness and acceptance? 
What are the welfare effects, particularly for the least well-off? 

How to get (and keep) consumer citizens buy-in and approval? (‘Nudge Plus’) 

If food policies work, how lasting are the effects? How often should interventions be repeated?

In how far can we transfer in scale-up “WEIRD” behavioural insights evidence to the Global South?  

Source: Reisch (2021), Behavioural food policy
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